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Local News
 

Orcs show more than just a subtle       
probing interest in the city of Grey       
Thorn. 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

Grey Thorn was once a strong city       
but what is left now is a shell of its          
former self. Several events of the past       
have left this area torn by one thing        
or another but now it seems there is        
a new interest in this city. 
 
Orc raids have increased as of late.       
What can only be described as a       
horde has entered the Duchy of Erin       
through the Gates of Rosa Solari.      
They have taken up positions in the       
open country but have now set their       
sights on the city of Grey Thorn. The        
commoners that still live within the 

city are defending it well but who       
knows how long this shall go on and        
why the orcs want this particular      
spot on the map. 
 
The forces of Novashan have     
retreated north after their last     
engagement with the Duchess of     
Dynforth and the forces of Dynforth      
do not seem to be numerous enough       
to protect a city so far from their        
area of influence. How sad it is for        
this reporter to see the battles of       
noble politics lose sight of an      
important city. 
 
For now, the attacks seem light and       
not well thought out. Perhaps the      
horde is merely probing the out  

skirting areas looking for easy prey.      
Well they will not find it here. Our        
Axes are sharp and our arms strong.       
This is our land and we mean to keep         
it. 
 
Ilveresh on the Rise 
By Lilly Mason 
 

Lots of new construction has been      
seen around the town of Ilveresh      
recently, including a new shed for      
important medicinal equipment and    
billboards. 
 
These new developments are not only      
helping the small town grow     
aesthetically and in population. The     
construction is thanks to volunteering     
townspeople and active land directors.  
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Novashan And World News
 

The red push is on again! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

The Crimson Brotherhood has    
surrounded the capital city of     
Karnack of the Barony of Caermoor      
in the County of Baern in the       
Duchy of Peth and has moved north       
to the gates of the city Bearn. Bearn        
was once the hub of the Kingdom.       
Nestled in the northern most tip of       
the Duchy of Peth, Baern served as       
the southern support for all things      
going to and from the Capital City       
of Maelcor. 
 
But when that city fell to the dark        
elves in one thousand and one Tim of        
Man, Baern’s population dwindled    
just like the rest of the major cities        
around the ooze ridden land. But in       
recent years the population has come      
back as well as the commerce with it.        
The lands surrounding Maelcor have     
started to grow again and things      
were starting to return to their      
former glory. Now the Crimson     
Brotherhood will try to reverse these      
effects and invade as they have      
countless other cities across the     
Kingdom. But fear not good reader  

for the troops stationed at Bearn      
shall not go gently. There is fight in        
them and the days are just beginning.       
However there is also the city of       
Dagget to the west. This city is far        
less prepared to defend itself. With      
County Rhodry Buxton dealing with     
the Novashan invasionary forces who     
knows how his city will fare as the        
Brotherhood continues to tromp    
across the Kingdom. 
 
His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the Kingdom of Peth      
declares the Old County of Baern a       
loss! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the newly claimed Kingdom      
of Peth declares the old County of       
Baern off limits to his subjects. But       
in recent moves he has also expanded       
his reached to include the lower half       
of the Barony of Tageden to his       
north. This is troubling as the      
Crimson Brotherhood also expands    
their conquests. However a new     
development stands in the path of      
HRH, dwarves. It appears dwarves     
have taken up stance at the northern  

capital city of Marketh of the      
Barony of Tageden in the County of       
Devary in the Duchy of Dynforth      
and are starting to create     
fortifications there. Baron Robert    
Wylaan and Baroness Iris Lorax     
have a long standing relationship     
with the dwarves of the Brenned      
Mountains. 
 
I do not know if you have ever seen         
the well-greased instrument that is     
a dwarven construction crew but if      
you ever get the chance, an      
amazement awaits you. One can only      
hope that the people of the Kingdom       
both old and new do not fight       
amongst themselves for long. It     
would only help the position of the       
Crimson Brotherhood and what    
goals they may have for future      
subjugation. 
 
The Duchess of Blackshire swears     
the defense of the cities of      
Hannershire & Elder Vale! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

With the capital city of Blackshire      
firmly under control the Duchess     
Sarah Kantrill turns her efforts to  
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the support of the cities of      
Hannershire and Elder Vale. The     
Crimson Brotherhood’s armies are    
vast and they will soon be knocking       
at the gates of these towns if not        
halted. 
 
People from all over Dynfroth are      
coming in to support the Duchess      
but with the units under the      
command of County Rhodery Buxton     
of the County of Devary chasing      
back the invasion of Novashan to the       
north it will take some tactical      
maneuvering to defend this area     
against the new rising foe. Maybe      
the fur covered Baron of Novashan      
will see reason and relinquish his      
control of the lands taken from      
Dynforth. 
 
Maybe the Crimson Brotherhood    
has expanded to far too fast and will        
be too weak to manage overtaking the       
cities. Maybe the Griffon riding     
Duke of Scotia will also come to aid        
the Duchess. Maybe just maybe this      
will all have been in my dream and I         
will wake up and throw these      
written pages to the fire while      
having a small chuckle over wine.      
But I think not. The truth is out  

there right now chewing up the land       
to the south and destroying villages      
to the north. We will face the night,        
we will face the crimson, we will face        
the north and we will not lose face        
for we are strong. 
 
Tales from the Jade Isles - 01 
By Ma-Li 
 

Good day people of Ilvaresh! This is       
Ma-Li and Thomas coming to you      
from the Jade Isles. We’ve arrived      
safely, though it was a long journey.       
At least I think it was. Most of that         
time is a haze and I don’t remember        
much. Anyway, we were met on the       
shores of the Jade Isles and swiftly       
found a trade caravan that was      
willing to take us further inland. We       
also had enough coin to hire an       
interpreter, but because the money of      
Ilvaresh is quite different from the      
Jade Isles, I’m not entirely sure      
whether or not we over-paid. We      
had been travelling for some time      
which is why we were unable to send        
any missives to the Mystic Quill      
until now. Our relay system is set up        
now, so we may send and receive       
magical communications. 
 
Our new home is in the center of the  

Jade Isles and surrounded on all      
sides by mountains. That being said,      
the trek to get to the valley where        
our little village resides was quite an       
interesting endeavor. The region    
where we are living is quite famous       
for horse breeding and trading.     
People travel not only from other      
areas of the Jade Isles, but also from        
across the seas to get their hands on        
the fine specimens that are bred right       
here. I’ll admit I know nothing of       
horses, so I can offer no further       
insight. To me, they look like horses,       
though they are very elegant. The      
warriors of this land, though we      
have seen few, seem to prefer a type        
of mounted combat. Hopefully one     
day I will get one of them to talk to          
me about it a little more. 
 
Despite the beautiful scenery and     
uplifting bustle of the horse traders,      
we have not gone without dangers.      
Upon our arrival to the village, we       
noticed a great gathering of people      
surrounding a smaller group with     
what looked like a small shrine on       
their shoulders. Another group also     
carried a great red mask with a long        
nose and an angry expression. We      
asked our interpreter and were  
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informed that deep in the mountains      
surrounding our village lives a great      
beast called a tengu, and the mask       
represented the face of the creature.      
The group carrying the portable     
shrine and the mask were heading      
deep into the mountains, all the way       
to the tengu’s central shrine where      
they would make offerings in the      
hopes that the beast would protect      
the valley and not kill any of the        
residents. 

I must say running into the tengu       
sounds quite dangerous, and the     
shadows of the bamboo groves seem      
to have taken on a more sinister feel        
now that I know such a creature lies        
within the mountain forests. I tried      
to get the locals to elaborate on this        
tengu, but they all seemed rather      
unwilling to discuss it. Though my      
curiosity is peaked, for now, we are       
contended to mix with the locals and       
pick up their language and customs.  

If you have anything in particular      
you would like us to research, the       
Mystic Quill editors know how to      
tap into our magic relay system and       
will pass along your messages. Hope      
all is well (or at least most of you         
are still alive) in Ilvaresh! 

 

From Our Readers
 

The Card for the Month of      
September is... 
 
The Nine of Swords 
 
Nine blades, each a manifestation of      
a problem, a concern, or a personal       
demon, hang over our heads in the       
quiet of the night. The Nine of       
Swords reveals these tortures and     
nightmares that we put ourselves     
through, nightmares born of worry,     
guilt, or despair. However, this card      
is not quite the herald of doom and        
gloom it appears to be, because along       
with meanings of loss and doubt, of       
sufferings and burdens, the Nine of  

Swords also brings with it the gift       
of perspective. No matter how dark      
and long the night is, the horrors we        
put ourselves through cannot survive     
the light of day. 
 
Even with the array of cutting edges       
hanging above us, each can be parried       
aside in turn. We must remember      
that when we're under stress and      
overwhelmed, our imagination will    
only feed the nightmare if allowed.      
And, if needed, to share our worries       
with a sympathetic friend. 
 
As the writer Howard Lovecraft     
once wrote, “The oldest and strongest  

emotion of mankind is fear, and the       
oldest and strongest kind of fear is       
fear of the unknown.” Be brave      
warriors, fight back against the     
darkness in all its forms. 
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Help Wanted
 

An item was stolen from Mahala      
Rom. Any information leading to its      
whereabouts will be rewarded. Come     
and see Yanoro V, any information      
will be greatly appreciated. 

 
Looking to deliver my favor to my       
beloved gentleman. As it is of great       
urgency, any soul willing to deliver it       
for will be paid handsomely for their       
efforts. Please come to Peggy's     
Surprise Inn near the gypsy Quarter      
ask for Meg Endover. 

 
Help, there a giant huge hog taring       
into my fields! Could someone help      
who has hunted this horrible beast      
before? Literally will hire anyone to      
kill it. Please hurry! Vex Dayplanter 

 
Looking for someone to deliver a      
love letter to the most beautiful girl       
in Illveresh. Will play top coin to       
have it delivered. Please come to Two       
Star in Crossroads. Ask for Drake      
Whitehorse. 

 
Someone is stealing my clothes! I      
live just outside of Crossroads and      
my under clothes have gone missing.  

Please help me. If this keeps up I'll        
be naked as a bird in no time. 
 
Mary Reuben 

 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The Lord      
Mayor of Ilveresh being of sound      
mind and wisdom does now seek      
within the ranks and file of the       
commonry an single individual to     
perform tasks that shall here on be       
told and known and heralded as The       
Captain of the Watch for the town       
of Ilveresh. The tasks of the Captain       
of the Watch shall be numerous and       
binding and shall nay be conducive to       
one’s health or wellbeing. Thusly     
only the stout of hearth, the quick of        
wit, the steadfast of health need      
apply. Those individuals interested    
shall make their presence known to      
us in person and in name documented       
for record in Ilveresh at the ninth       
month festivities of year 1016TM. 

 
"WANTED: The taverns of South     
Bay have been accosted. Two elves      
carrying shields travelled to each     
tavern in the city, including, but not       
limited to, The Bull and the Bear,  

The Lost Shepherd, and The Three      
Arrows. The thin-haired male elf     
dressed in green and brown, wearing      
a necklace of leaves, and carrying a       
round shield, shouted and intimated     
many bar maids accusing them of      
hating trees and demanding    
recompense for the trees destroyed in      
the building of said taverns, chairs,      
and tables in the form of multiple       
kegs of ale and wine. His snooty       
female partner, with red hair, dressed      
in black, carrying a shield with some       
sort of insect on it, started many       
brawls, set The Three Arrows on fire,       
and loosed at least three horses      
whilst screaming that her “friend”     
was smarter and stronger than any      
other person in South Bay, and      
could fuck a tree like no other. There        
is a 200 gold reward for the capture        
of said criminals." 

 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now      
seeking and recruiting individuals to     
perform tasks that are numerous and      
beyond the capabilities of the offices      
of the aforementioned noted to keep      
in check and balance. These tasks of  
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note and benevolence shall be in      
ordnance to include, but by no means       
shall be limited to or shall be       
strictly prohibitive of, such things as      
guard duties, light skirmishing,    
tracking, bounty collections, magic    
displays, recently deceased disposal,    
fire watch, bardic rhetoric, town crier,  

messenger, lighting town torches at     
the appropriate hour and other such      
activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct    
themselves through display and    
means in accordance of the highest      
class of commonry to be an example  

to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. Those party or parties     
interested shall make their presence     
known to us in person and in name        
documented for record in Ilveresh at      
the ninth month festivities of year      
1016TM. 

 
OOC News

 
Orcs and Grey Thorn - Tim S 
The Red Push - Tim S 
Peth Declares Loss - Tim S 
The Dutches of Blackshire - Tim S 
Deliver Favor - GM Staff 
Huge Hog - GM Staff 
Love Letter - GM Staff 
Clothes theif - GM Staff 
Captain of the Watch - Tim S 
Wanted: Elves - Amanada A or      
Matt T 
Mayor Tasks - Tim S 
 
Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions /     
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir       
Aeracon). 

 
Attention: Learn how to rid yourself      
of those pesky OOG headaches. Never      
have to walk through town again      
itching your head with your good      
sword hand. Stop degrading your     
services by starting polite    
conversations with “In-seuth”. Come    
seek out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord       
Sir Aeracon) in game and tell us       
your best joke in character and in       
period. You will be amazed at your       
abilities once you master this art.      
You will be able to approach other       
players with confidence and ask     
simple out of game questions whilst      
not breaking immersion. Challenge    
yourself! After all, it is your game       
that is at stake. 

 

How far is (Hawks Haven)? 
By: Tim Schafer 
This is an OOG instructional piece      
to describe the world we play in. 
History Committee Minutes from    
07/22/2001 
- We reapproved travel speed rates.      
They are listed at a proficient level,       
half for non-proficiency. Horse    
Travel – 40 miles/day, Foot Travel –       
20 miles/day, Wagon Travel – 15      
miles/day (need teamster skill – same      
cost as horsemanship)   
Modifiers(Weather, Road Condition,   
Traffic, Encounters and GM    
intervention). 
 
So I want to go to Hawks Haven        
in between events because I have      
heard of the city and it seems like  
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the place to be. Well, let us look at a          
few things. 
 
First, the “as the crow flies” distance       
(straight line) is 161 miles. You can       
walk it in (161/20) or 8 days. But        
then you remember you do not have       
the Wilderness Survival skill so     
your travel time is halved, so 16 days        
one way. Then someone shows you a       
map and you realize that “Hawks      
Haven” is like trying to walk to       
Milwaukee Wisconsin. And if you     
take the only main road to get there,        
you need to go as far south as        
Indianapolis Indiana so the 161     
miles is more like 240 because you       
go so far out of the way. 
 
But wait, you have a friend that has        
horsemanship, extra horses and a     
magic item that allows you to ride       
as if you were proficient on a horse        
too. Also, the horses like the bush so        
straight line riding it is. Until you       
run into the river that basically      
follows M52 through Adrian    
Michigan and goes down in to      
Napoleon Ohio. So you look for a       
bridge. There is one in Yardsmuth up       
by Brighton Michigan. The point is  

you can see how traveling back in the        
medieval times was tough. And oh      
yah, leave your $250 walking     
sneakers at home and remember you      
are carrying everything you have     
with you including rations, and     
roads, where you are going, you don’t       
need roads. Thank you and game on. 
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